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Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate experimentally the accuracy of the
dose calculation algorithm AcurosXB in small ﬁeld highly modulated Volumetric
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Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT).
Method: The 1000SRS detector array inserted in the rotational Octavius 4D phantom (PTW) was used for 3D dose veriﬁcation of VMAT treatments characterized by
small to very small targets. Clinical treatment plans (n = 28) were recalculated on
the phantom CT data set in the Eclipse TPS. All measurements were done on a Varian TrueBeamSTx, which can provide the jaw tracking technique (JTT). The effect of
disabling the JTT, thereby ﬁxing the jaws at static ﬁeld size of 3 9 3 cm2 and applying the MLC to shape the smallest apertures, was investigated for static ﬁelds
between 0.5 9 0.53 9 3 cm2 and for seven VMAT patients with small brain
metastases. The dose calculation accuracy has been evaluated by comparing the
measured and calculated dose outputs and dose distributions. The dosimetric agreement has been presented by a local gamma evaluation criterion of 2%/2 mm.
Results: Regarding the clinical plans, the mean  SD of the volumetric gamma evaluation
scores considering the dose levels for evaluation of 10%, 50%, 80% and 95% are
(96.0  6.9)%, (95.2  6.8)%, (86.7  14.8)% and (56.3  42.3)% respectively. For the
smallest ﬁeld VMAT treatments, discrepancies between calculated and measured doses
up to 16% are obtained. The difference between the 1000SRS central chamber measurements compared to the calculated dose outputs for static ﬁelds 3 9 3, 2 9 2, 1 9 1 and
0.5 9 0.5 cm2 collimated with MLC whereby jaws are ﬁxed at 3 9 3 cm2 and for static
ﬁelds shaped with the collimator jaws only (MLC retracted), is on average respectively,
0.2%, 0.8%, 6.8%, 5.7% (6 MV) and 0.1%, 1.3%, 11.7%, 21.6% (10 MV). For the seven
brain mets patients was found that the smaller the target volumes, the higher the improvement in agreement between measured and calculated doses after disabling the JTT.
Conclusion: Fixing the jaws at 3 9 3 cm2 and using the MLC with high positional
accuracy to shape the smallest apertures in contrast to the JTT is currently found to
be the most accurate treatment technique.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Several planning and measurement studies on clinical stereotactic
VMAT plans for small target volumes have been published. For

The use of small radiation ﬁelds in radiotherapy has increased sub-

instance, Lagerwaard et al.11 and Verbakel et al.12 have carried out

stantially, in particular, in treatments with stereotactic beams and

ﬁlm measurements of VMAT plans for a range of tumor sizes, result-

non-uniform ﬁelds that are composed of multiple small subﬁelds like

ing in good agreement between the calculated and measured dose

in volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT), which has become the

distributions. Remark that in these studies the convolution-based

treatment of choice for an increasing number of treatment sites.1–5

anisotropic analytical algorithm (AAA) has been used, while this work

This state-of-the-art irradiation technique for the delivery of highly

evaluates the AcurosXB calculation algorithm which belongs to the

conformal radiation ﬁelds to the target volume requires complex

class of the Linear Boltzman Transport Equation solvers, allowing –

dose calculation algorithms in the treatment planning system (TPS)

similarly to the Monte Carlo-based methods – accurate modeling in

as well as sophisticated medical linear accelerators (linacs). The ratio-

heterogeneous media.13,14 The accuracy of these two photon dose

nale behind this increasing use of VMAT in stereotactic radiotherapy

calculation algorithms (AAA, AcurosXB) compared to 2D and point

treatments is the possibility of improved healthy tissue sparing, the

measurements for small ﬁelds usable in stereotactic treatments has

ability to create very steep dose gradients and the reduction in treat-

been investigated in Fogliata et al.13 and found to be acceptable

ment time compared to intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT)

using adequately tuned conﬁguration parameters in the TPS, origi-

and conventional treatments.4,5

nally developed for standard external beam therapy for broad beams

To exploit fully the beneﬁts of stereotactic treatments, high spa-

from conventional linear accelerators. Conversely, the work of Fog

tial accuracy in dose delivery is vital. In stereotactic treatments, spa-

et al.9 cautioned about the use of small ﬁelds with VMAT and they

tial and dosimetric accuracy are inextricably linked which makes the

reported large discrepancies up to 53% between measured and cal-

evaluation of the dosimetric accuracy of small ﬁeld delivery equally

culated doses for static ﬁelds one MLC leaf wide. For a small ﬁeld

important. The IPEM report no 1036 summarizes many studies dis-

VMAT plan with a 0.4 cm3 planning target volume about 10% over-

cussing the difﬁculties of small ﬁeld dosimetry and modeling. Accu-

dosing was detected (Eclipse version 8.6, 2.5 mm grid spacing) and

racy could be limited due to the characteristics of the detectors

more modulation in the plan was measured than calculated.9

used for measurements or due to approximations of Monte Carlo
7,8

simulations used to model narrow beam doses in the TPS.

VMAT plans are typically highly modulated and a considerable
fraction of the total control points used for a plan consists of small

Since the investigation of Fog et al.9 has been performed using
an older version of the TPS, the purpose of this work is to examine
small ﬁeld VMAT plan accuracy more thoroughly with a recent version of TPS and a new generation of linac.

subﬁelds.9 When evaluating VMAT plan accuracy, three aspects

Furthermore, the jaw tracking technique (JTT) provided by the

should be considered: the dosimetric measurements required for TPS

latest types of linacs keeps jaws during dose delivery as close as

commissioning, the beam model in the TPS, and the accuracy of veriﬁ-

possible to the MLC aperture, thereby minimizing leakage and trans-

cation measurements. The ﬁrst and third aspect include the dosimetry

mission through the MLC leaves resulting in optimized organs-at-risk

of small ﬁelds, which is challenging due to the lack of charged particle

(OAR) sparing and potentially improving the dose falloff towards the

equilibrium (CPE), partial blocking of the beam source giving rise to

surrounding critical structures.15 We aim to investigate the impact of

pronounced and overlapping penumbra and the availability of small

disabling the JTT on the dose calculation accuracy to the target, for

detectors for sizes comparable to ﬁeld dimensions.10 CPE is associ-

a range of small static ﬁelds as well as for a number of stereotactic

ated with the range of secondary particles and thus dependent on the

radiosurgery treatments with very small target sizes. The suggestion

beam energy and the density of the medium. The choice of radiation

to keep the jaw settings above a minimum size and to generate

detectors in small ﬁelds is crucial as they usually perturb the sec-

shielding and modulation by the MLC only, already appeared in the

ondary electron ﬂuence due to its presence and composition. The

literature,13,16 but to our knowledge has never been investigated

second aspect inﬂuencing VMAT plan accuracy refers to properly

thoroughly using clinical treatment plans for small treatment vol-

designed multisource modeling using accurate measured data

umes.

together with accurate dose calculation algorithms that handle nonCPE conditions to provide acceptable dose distribution. It is important
to realize the details of the improvements and limitations in the

2 | METHODS

source model of the TPS and to know the inaccuracies of the input
data which are used to optimize the source model parameters. The

To evaluate experimentally the accuracy of the dose calculation algo-

input data used for beam conﬁguration which have an impact on the

rithm in the TPS in small ﬁeld highly modulated VMAT treatments,

dose calculation accuracy are handled in section 2.B.

28 clinical VMAT treatment plans characterized by small target
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volumes and fraction doses between 2.75–30 Gy were delivered on

AcurosXB photon dose calculation algorithm version 10.0.28. A cal-

a commercial high resolution 2D detector array in a rotational phan-

culation grid spacing of 2.5 mm is the default setting and is generally

tom for the independent 3D validation of the calculated dose distri-

applied for clinical calculations as smaller grid spacing may require

bution. Also, the inﬂuence of disabling the JTT on the dose

impractically large computation times. In addition, the minimum

calculation accuracy to the target is investigated for a range of small

available grid spacing of 1 mm has been used for very small targets.

static ﬁelds as well as for a number of stereotactic radiosurgery

The Eclipse TPS was originally designed for 3D conventional

treatments with very small target sizes. To validate the 2D detector

broad photon beam radiotherapy treatments. Details of the most

array measurements, the small static ﬁelds were also delivered to

important incremental improvements from the point of view of accu-

radiochromic ﬁlm (see Appendix B).

rate dose calculation for small ﬁeld sizes are presented in Torsti
et al.16 Currently, there are still limitations in the source model.19 It

2.A | Measurement system for 3D dose veriﬁcation

is important to remember that the head of the linac is not physically
modeled. The complex interactions from all different components of

The Octavius 4D system consists of an Octavius 4D phantom, a 2D

the head can only be approximated: the phase space of the head

detector array and a VeriSoft software package (version 6.2) for data

scatter source is approximated as a planar distributed source with a

collection and analysis (PTW-Freiburg). Controlled by an inclinome-

Gaussian shape located at the bottom of the ﬂattening ﬁlter. A sec-

ter, the Octavius 4D phantom rotates synchronously with the gantry,

ond important source of scattered radiation in the head is located at

taking time- and gantry angle-resolved dose measurements.17 The

the edge of the primary collimator. Furthermore, the source model

detector array used in this work is the Octavius 1000SRS model

parameters are optimized using symmetric jaw deﬁned beam data

which consists of 977 liquid-ﬁlled ionization chambers covering an

with MLC retracted. It is a shortcoming that no asymmetric nor

area of 11 9 11 cm2. Each detector covers a cross section of

MLC-delimited ﬁelds can be put into the conﬁguration program. In

2.3 9 2.3 mm with a height of 0.5 mm, resulting in an active vol-

our Eclipse Beam Conﬁguration workspace, the imported beam data

ume of approximately 0.003 cm3. In the inner 5.5 9 5.5 cm2 area of

are measured relative proﬁles, depth dose curves and output factors

the array, the centers of adjacent chambers are placed at a distance

(OF) for ﬁeld sizes between 1 9 1 cm2 to 40 9 40 cm2 (respectively

of 2.5 mm from each other.18 The detector size and the center-to-

the smallest and largest possible ﬁeld size ﬁelds as input, deﬁned by

center distance of the detectors are important parameters for accu-

jaws only) while the more concise set recommended by Varian con-

rate spatial measurement of complex dose distributions with steep

tains

2

ﬁeld

sizes

deﬁned

by

jaws

between

3 9 3 cm2

and

the good agreement of an

40 9 40 cm . As described in the Varian white paper,16 the relative

unshielded Silicon diode and central chamber readings of the

proﬁles and depth dose curves below 3 9 3 cm2 can be imported in

18

dose gradients. In Poppe et al.

2

1000SRS has been demonstrated for ﬁeld sizes down to 1 9 1 cm ,

the conﬁguration workspace but are not needed and smaller than

proving the applicability of the array in small ﬁeld dosimetry. In the

2 9 2 cm2 even not used in the conﬁguration program, while the

same work, the consistency of 1000SRS measurement results and

OF below 3 9 3 cm2 are used. How these OF for ﬁelds

TPS calculations has been checked demonstrating that the detector

< 3 9 3 cm2 are applied in the TPS is discussed in section 4. This

array offers high spatial resolution in situations with rapidly changing

means that the OF for small ﬁelds have to be measured very accu-

dose gradients.

rate, which is also stressed in the IPEM report no 103.6 An ideal

2

The beam incidence is always perpendicular to the detector

detector for small ﬁeld output factor measurements would be the

array, avoiding the need of angular correction factors. The Octavius

one having a uniform spectral response, a high signal-to-noise ratio

4D algorithm is based on dose measurements at a certain depth in

whilst being smaller than half the size of the region which can be

the phantom and on percentage depth dose (PDD) curves, indepen-

considered acceptably uniform, and water equivalent. Unfortunately,

dently measured with an ionization chamber in water at source-to-

there is no commercially available detector which can accurately

surface-distance of 85 cm, that are used to reconstruct dose values

measure OF of small radiation ﬁelds without requiring corrections

along the ray lines that connect the relevant detectors and the focus

for volume averaging or non-water-equivalent dosimetric properties.

Prior to the measurement session, cross-calibration

Therefore, it is ‘good practice’ to compare several different detector

of the Octavius 4D system was done by delivering a dose of 1 Gy

types.6 The use of a variety of detectors when measuring output

17

of the beam.

using an open 5 9 5 cm ﬁeld with no gantry rotation [Source Skin

factors for small ﬁelds helps to reduce the uncertainty in the estima-

Distance (SSD) 84 cm, depth 16 cm, 6 MV and 10 MV photon

tion of the true value. In our case, we measured the OF between

beams]. Moreover, the same measurement set-up was used to test

1 9 1 cm2 and 3 9 3 cm2 with a range of detectors [IBA ionization

the detector’s measurement reproducibility, dose linearity and dose

chamber (10 mm3), IBA unshielded diode (0.75 mm3), PTW diamond

rate dependence (see Appendix A).

detector (1 mm3)] with effective measuring point centered on the

2

beam axis, by scanning the 50% dose which deﬁnes the ﬁeld size,

2.B | Treatment planning

using the water tank software (Omnipro Accept; IBA, Schwarzenbruck, Germany) assuring a positioning accuracy < 0.7 mm. Multiple

Treatment planning was carried out with the Eclipse TPS (Varian

measurements are performed for each ﬁeld size to determine the

Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) version 11, using the

reproducibility of the measurements (which is overall within 0.5%).
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The small ﬁeld OF from 3 9 3 cm2 down to 1 9 1 cm2 led to com-

possible to the MLC aperture, minimizing leakage and transmission

parable measurement results for the investigated dosimeters (within

through the MLC leaves.

0.6% and 1.3% agreement for respectively 6 MV and 10 MV photons). In the Varian Beam Conﬁguration Reference Guide is recommended that you do not need to measure all OF, just type in some

2.D | Treatment delivery

values and interpolate the rest. However, we applied our own inter-

All data were gathered in 6 MV and 10 MV photon beams. By plac-

polation procedure using a selfmade matlab script leading to a less

ing the 1000SRS array’s active layer in the isocenter, the distances

coarse result: for 1 9 1 cm the OF for 6 MV and 10 MV photon

between the ionization chambers in the inner part of the array are

beams is 0.624 and 0.706 respectively, compared to the average

thus equal to the projected leaf widths of the HD 120-MLC at the

measurement value of 0.650 and 0.712, which gives a deviation of

isocenter. The effect of disabling jaw tracking, thereby ﬁxing the col-

5% and 0.9%. From these ﬁndings, we estimate an inaccuracy on the

limator jaws at 3 9 3 cm2 and applying the MLC to shape the small-

OF measurements for 1 9 1 cm2 of maximum 5%.

est apertures was investigated for static open squared ﬁelds of

2

The AcurosXB algorithm uses the multiple source model19 and

3 9 3, 2 9 2, 1 9 1, 0.5 9 0.5 cm2 delivering the same amount of

was conﬁgured with the above mentioned set of input data. The

MU from the cross-calibration ﬁeld in an isocentric set-up of Octa-

modeling of the dynamic MLC deliveries is described through the

vius 4D [i.e., SSD 84 cm, depth 16 cm, 5 9 5 cm2, 187 MU (6 MV),

use of two parameters related only to the energy, the leaf trans-

152 MU (10 MV)]. To investigate in a static ﬁelds set-up the differ-

mission (LT) and the dosimetric leaf gap (DLG) (which is the MLC

ences in output for ﬁelds either created by the collimator jaws only

gap assumed by Eclipse for closed MLC leaves to describe the

(FSjaws) and by the MLC with jaws at a ﬁxed 3 9 3cm2 position

transmission through the rounded MLC leaf tips). Our implemented

(FSMLC), a comparison between the 1000SRS central chambers mea-

values in the TPS are respectively LT = 1.2% and DLG = 0.11 cm

sured dose output (Gy) and calculated by the TPS is made for both

for 6 MV and LT = 1.4% and DLG = 0.12 cm for 10 MV photon

photon beam energies and for these two set-up situations. Further-

beams. In the conﬁguration process, the focal spot size parameter,

more, the impact of JTT has been investigated for seven stereotactic

which models the physical effects of the ﬁnite size of the primary

patients with small brain metastases by comparing the measured and

source (bremsstrahlung from target) by applying a Gaussian

calculated dose distributions with JTT on the one hand and with col-

smoothing to the energy ﬂuence of primary photons, is set to the

limator jaws ﬁxed at 3 9 3 cm2 while the MLC is used to block the

default value of 1.0 mm for AcurosXB, corresponding to the rec-

smaller parts on the other hand.

ommendation in Fogliata et al.13 where values between 0.5 mm

Prior to the measurements, the jaw position calibration has been

and 1 mm are suggested. The parameter affects the MU calculation

veriﬁed using radiochromic EBT3 ﬁlm (Ashland Inc., Covington, KY,

for small ﬁelds and the penumbra region of the proﬁles for all ﬁeld

USA) and the reproducibility of jaw position calibration with 0.1 mm

sizes.

can be conﬁrmed by the regular quality control procedures following

Clinical patients (n = 28) were chosen with various lesion sites:

NCS report eight guidelines.20

lung, brain, prostate and spine. All were characterized by rather small
to very small target volumes (PTV between 96.5 and 0.54 cm3) and
fraction doses between 2.75–30 Gy. The clinical treatment plans

2.E | Octavius 4D analysis method

were projected on the artiﬁcial homogeneous phantom CT data set

To evaluate the dosimetric agreement between the 1000SRS mea-

provided with the Octavius 4D system and recalculated in the TPS.

sured and calculated dose by Eclipse, a gamma evaluation method

In the TPS, the electron density of the Octavius 4D phantom relative

implemented in the Verisoft 6.2 software (PTW) was used21,22 pre-

to water has been set to 1.016 according to the manufacturer’s rec-

senting the statistical results on the pass rates for different isodose

ommendation.

levels as cut-off dose value. We have selected 3D gamma criteria of
2% and 2 mm (local dose comparison) and cut-off dose values of

2.C | Treatment technique

10%, 50%, 80% and 95%. These values mean that voxels with doses
below 10%, 50%, 80% and 95% are ignored in the gamma analysis

The treatment technique used was VMAT with RapidArcâ (RA) (Var-

and these were chosen to encompass most of the irradiated volume,

ian Medical Systems), which is based on an inverse planning method

focus on the higher dose regions and re-evaluate the PTV coverage,

to deliver an intensity modulated dose distribution using a MLC of

respectively. Relative variation coefﬁcients deﬁned as (measured

which the movement is modulated to the target volume while the

DmaxTPS Dmax)/TPS Dmax (%) give a comparison between the maxi-

beam is on and the gantry moves around the patient. This MLC

mum dose values in the 3D distribution measured by the Octavius

movement can be very complex, containing many small ﬁeld seg-

4D system (measured Dmax) and calculated by the TPS (TPS Dmax).

ments.
A TrueBeamSTx linac equipped with a High Deﬁnition (HD) 120MLC with inner leaf width of 2.5 mm (Varian Medical Systems, Palo

2.F | Veriﬁcation of the impact of JTT using ﬁlm

Alto, USA) was used. This type of linac utilizes the JTT which keeps

See Appendix B for the description of ﬁlm measurements performed

the collimator jaws during dose delivery by VMAT as close as

in this work.
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3.B | Impact of disabling the JTT

3.A | VMAT treatment plan veriﬁcations

3.B.1 | Octavius 4D system

The errors in the device set-up reproducibility were minimized by

Deviations between the central chamber measurements of the

making cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) images of the set-

1000SRS for open squared ﬁelds 3 9 3, 2 9 2, 1 9 1 and

up before each set of measurements and using the online matching

0.5 9 0.5 cm2 collimated with the MLC whereby jaws are ﬁxed at

procedure for shifting the corresponding CBCT with the reference

3 9 3 cm2 and collimated with collimator jaws only are displayed in

planning CT scan. Regarding the VMAT treatment ﬁelds, mean  SD

Table I. The relative variation coefﬁcients DMLC = ((DOct4D

of the volumetric gamma evaluation scores for the dose difference

MLC)/DTPS

and distance to agreement criteria of 2% and 2 mm with 10%, 50%,

describe the deviations between the measured and calculated doses

96.0%  6.9%,

for respectively static MLC deﬁned beams (for ﬁeld sizes smaller

80%

and

95%

cut-off

dose

values

were

MLC) (%) and Djaws = ((DOct4D

jawsDTPS

MLCDTPS

jaws)/DTPS

jaws)(%)

(n = 28),

than 3 9 3 cm2 the jaws are ﬁxed at this position) and the beams

respectively. An average pass rate of 96.0% with quite a large spread

collimated by the jaws. The data belonging to FSMLC in contrast to

(6.9%) is found for the 10% cut-off dose value. This may be caused

FSjaws (Table I) are not affected by the OF down to 1 9 1 cm2 used

by varying jaw settings in the different treatment plans. These jaw

for beam conﬁguration. For ﬁeld sizes < 2 9 2 cm2, the quantity

95.2%  6.8%,

86.7%  14.8%

and

56.3%  42.3%

settings are the maximum jaw positions of the ﬁelds coming from

|D(Oct4D,TPS)jawsD(Oct4D,TPS)MLC|(%) (Table I) represents an improve-

the Arc Geometry tool in Eclipse, which suggests the geometry for

ment in dose calculation accuracy that can be achieved by ﬁxing the

the VMAT ﬁelds. Indeed, a trend can be observed for relative differ-

jaws at 3 9 3 cm2 and letting the MLC form the smallest apertures.

ences in the maximum dose as a function of the ﬁeld size area of

The gamma agreement scores and comparison of measured ver-

VMAT treatments going from very small to medium sized ﬁelds

sus calculated maximum doses for seven clinical patients with small

(Fig. 1). In general, the TPS underestimates the dose. The relative

brain lesions are shown in Table II. The patients are ordered in such

variation coefﬁcients (measured DmaxTPS Dmax)/TPS Dmax (%) for

a way that the smallest ﬁeld size area belongs to patient 1 and the

the ﬁeld size areas < 9 cm2 have deviations larger than 4.5% and

largest to patient 7. Re-planning of the seven patients with disabling

even up to 16.1% for the smallest ﬁelds. For the dose calculations in

of the JTT and ﬁxing the collimator jaws at 3 9 3 cm2 leads to a

this ﬁgure, a default calculation grid size of 2.5 mm has been used

substantial improvement in the agreement scores for the higher dose

for ﬁeld size areas > 9 cm and a calculation grid size of 1.0 mm for

regions in Table II. From Table II can also be seen that there is an

the ﬁeld size areas ≤ 9 cm2.

improvement in correspondence between measured and calculated

2

The impact of using a calculation grid size of 1 mm instead of

maximum doses after ﬁxing the collimator jaws at 3 9 3 cm2. In

the default setting of 2.5 mm in treatment plans with very small

general, it can be noticed that the improvement is increasing with

ﬁelds was demonstrated for two of the 28 patients, for which large

decreasing ﬁeld size.

differences between measurements and calculations occur (indicated
by patients A and B in Fig. 1). The relative variation coefﬁcients
(measured DmaxTPS Dmax)/TPS Dmax (%) show the effect of using a

3.B.2 | EBT3 ﬁlm

smaller grid size: 6.5% to 15% (patient A) and 16.1% to 21.2% (pa-

The results on the comparison between EBT3 ﬁlm and Octavius 4D

tient B) for respectively grid sizes 1 mm to 2.5 mm.

measurements can be found in Appendix B.

4 | DISCUSSION
In this work, the main purpose was to quantify the accuracy of the
dose calculation algorithm for clinical small ﬁeld VMAT plans.
The user of the TPS has little inﬂuence on the number of subﬁelds to be included in the plan – as there is no parameter which
controls the smoothness of dose modulation – nor has the user
information on the smallest ﬁeld size for which dose computation
has acceptable accuracy. The only ability the user has to minimize
the errors arising from unnecessary use of very small subﬁelds in RA
plans is to use a MU constraint. As a rule of thumb, we accept
F I G . 1 . Plot of the relative differences in maximum dose as a
function of ﬁeld size area deﬁned by collimator jaws for VMAT
treatment plans. (Dmax is referring to the maximum dose in the 3D
volume; Patients A and B are further discussed in the section 3.A).

VMAT treatment plans with a maximum number of MU equal to 3
times the prescription dose (in cGy). 62% of the VMAT plans in this
study have 10% or more of their ﬁelds smaller than 2 cm2. So 62%
of the VMAT plans are directly affected by the uncertainties in small
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T A B L E I Static ﬁelds collimated with MLC versus with collimator jaws only for 6 MV (white rows) and 10 MV (shaded rows).
D(Oct4D,
(%)

D(Oct4D,
(%)

|D(Oct4D,TPS)jaws
D(Oct4D,TPS)MLC|(%)

FSMLC
(cm2)

DOct4D MLC
(Gy)

DTPS MLC
(Gy)

TPS) MLC

FSjaws (cm2)

DOct4D jaws
(Gy)

DTPS jaws
(Gy)

TPS) jaws

393

0.924

0.930

0.6%

393

0.926

0.930

0.4%

292

0.891

0.895

0.4%

292

0.885

0.882

0.3%

0.8%

191

0.813

0.806

0.9%

191

0.786

0.730

7.7%

6.8%

0.5 9 0.5

0.653

0.628

4.0%

0.5 9 0.5

0.568

0.518

9.7%

5.7%

393

0.934

0.933

0.1%

393

0.935

0.933

0.2%

0.1%

292

0.890

0.879

1.3%

292

0.881

0.859

2.6%

1.3%

191

0.761

0.738

3.1%

191

0.721

0.628

14.8%

11.7%

0.5 9 0.5

0.577

0.535

7.9%

0.5 9 0.5

0.519

0.401

29.4%

21.6%

0.2%

FSMLC, ﬁeld size collimated by MLC with jaws ﬁxed at 3 9 3 cm2; FSjaws, ﬁeld size collimated by collimator jaws; DTPS MLC, calculated dose output of
static ﬁelds collimated by MLC; DOct4D MLC, dose output of static ﬁelds by MLC measured with Octavius 4D system; DTPS jaws, calculated dose output
of static ﬁelds collimated by jaws; DOct4D jaws, dose output of static ﬁelds by jaws measured with Octavius 4D system; D(Oct4D,TPS)MLC(%) = ((DOct4D
MLCDTPS MLC)/DTPS MLC) (%); D(Oct4D,TPS)jaws(%) = ((DOct4D jawsDTPS jaws)/DTPS jaws).

T A B L E I I Measured versus calculated maximum doses with jaw tracking on (white rows) against ﬁxed collimator jaws at 3 9 3 cm2 (shaded
rows) for seven brain metastases patients.
2%/2 mm cut-off
Patients

PTV (cm3)

10%

50%

1

0.61

69.5%

75.2%

99.9%
2

0.54

80.6%
92.6%

96.4%

3

0.74

99.8%

94.6%

99.9%

97.0%

4

0.79

91.1%

94.0%

100.0%

98.8%

5

1.11

99.6%

90.6%

99.8%
6

1.32

96.7%
98.0%

96.9%

7

2.43

99.8%

100.0%

99.9%

100.0%

100.0%

80%

95%

TPS Dmax (Gy)
7.81

Measured
Dmax (Gy)
9.06

(Measured
DmaxTPS Dmax)/
TPS Dmax(%)

Field size (cm2)

16.1

1.4 9 1.2

7.4%

0.0%

97.7%

89.3%

0.0%

8.77

9.27

5.8

3.0 9 3.0

84.0%

34.6%

0.0%

23.40

26.61

13.7

1.4 9 1.5

84.6%

20.0%

25.38

26.70

5.2

3.0 9 3.0

81.0%

16.7%

8.55

8.93

4.5

1.6 9 1.4

89.8%

50.0%

8.67

8.97

3.5

3.0 9 3.0

76.2%

0.0%

7.69

8.18

6.5

1.9 9 1.9

95.3%

71.4%

7.97

8.26

3.6

3.0 9 3.0

68.9%

6.7%

7.18

7.59

5.7

2.0 9 2.0

95.0%

82.6%

25.0%

7.50

7.78

3.7

3.0 9 3.0

94.2%

70.0%

0.0%

9.57

10.26

7.2

2.4 9 2.2

83.9%

28.6%

9.75

10.18

4.4

3.0 9 3.0

100.0%

100.0%

8.55

8.70

1.7

3.0 9 2.9

100.0%

8.57

8.70

1.6

3.0 9 3.0

Dmax, maximum dose; the 3D gamma criteria of 2% and 2 mm (local dose) present the statistical results on the pass rates for different isodose levels
between 10% and 95% as cut-off dose value.

ﬁeld dosimetry. The Octavius 4D measurements of the VMAT treat-

process. Once the beam model has been created from the proﬁles

ment ﬁelds suggest that the use of very small subﬁelds in small ﬁeld

and depth dose curves, the conﬁguration program basically calculates

VMAT plans may be the cause of the high discrepancies between

a series of rectangular and square ﬁelds on a water phantom using

the calculated and measured doses (Fig. 1).

the current conﬁguration, and is compared to the equivalent values

A possible explanation to the trend observed in Fig. 1 can be

from the user inputted output factor table. The CBSF is essentially

that Eclipse was originally designed for 3D conformal radiotherapy

the ratio of calculated point dose versus measured output factor

and that – even after several important and effective improvements

[formula (1)].23 When performing an AcurosXB dose calculation, the

– there are still limitations in the Eclipse source model for small

CBSF table is used as a look-up table to correct the monitor units

ﬁelds, which were mentioned in section 2.B.

for the required dose. The ﬁnal MU are calculated from the pre-

Furthermore, if we indulge in how the OF are handled in Eclipse,

scribed dose, plan normalization, ﬁeld weight, ﬁeld normalization and

we have to consider the collimator backscatter factor (CBSF) table

a normalization factor determined by the dose calculation algorithm.

(Fig. 2), calculated at the last stage of the beam conﬁguration

The normalization factor determined by AcurosXB is the MU value
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phenomena of phantom scatter and head scatter that are not other1.16
1.14
diagonal CBSF

wise accounted for by the source model or the dose deposition

6MV (AcurosXB 10.0.28)
10MV (AcurosXB 10.0.28)

engine.16

1.12

Finally, a shortcoming in the Eclipse TPS version 11 is the fact

1.10

that TrueBeam cannot be selected as Machine Type in the Parame-

1.08

ter View of the Beam Conﬁguration program. Varian advises the cus-

1.06

tomers to use a C-series instead although some difference in the

1.04

backscatter factors between C-Series and TrueBeam machines can

1.02

be expected.24 Recently published papers about CBSF show a large

1.00

difference between the CBSF in Torsti et al.16 and the ones pub5

10

15

20
25
field size (cm)

30

35

40

lished by Sibolt et al.25 and Zavgorodni et al.24 Sibolt et al.25 discusses the increased shielding of the monitor chamber in the
treatment head in TrueBeam linacs of with respect to Clinacs. More-

F I G . 2 . Calculated diagonal CBSF for symmetric and square jaw
deﬁned ﬁelds for a TrueBeam STx with 6 MV and 10 MV photon
beams.

over, linac head geometry is not made available for TB linacs, which
makes it impossible to explicitly model the backscatter to the monitor chamber.

for 1 Gy to 100% of the current ﬁeld. AcurosXB calculates the monitor units at the normalization point MUnorm for open or wedged
ﬁelds [formula (2)]:23
CBSFðX; YÞ ¼

ﬁeld sizes of 3 9 3 cm2 up to 40 9 40 cm2. The dosimetric data for
the smaller ﬁelds can be imported but are not used by the system

0

OFref
D ðX; YÞ

D0ref
OFðX; YÞ
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
|{z}
measured

MUnorm ¼ CBSFðX; YÞ 

When conﬁguring the beam data in Eclipse, symmetrical open
squared ﬁelds are used in the process: only PDD and proﬁles for

(1)

Output factors for ﬁelds smaller than 3 9 3 cm2, on the other hand,

TPS

MUcalib
Dref
1


WCF
Dcalib Dnorm ðX; YÞ |ﬄ{zﬄ}
|ﬄ{zﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
measured

TPS

for beam modeling. Currently, no asymmetrical ﬁeld sizes nor MLC
shaped ﬁelds are used in Eclipse when conﬁguring the beam data.

(2)

TPS

should be measured very accurately with a reliable detector, since
these are applied in the dose calculation. Up to now, Varian does
not recommend the use of output factors for very small ﬁelds in the

With CBSF(X, Y) being the CBSF for the collimator settings in X

conﬁguration process.13 Differences up to 5% between measure-

and Y direction. OFref is the output for the reference conditions

ments and calculations of small ﬁeld output for 6 MV photon beams

(10 9 10 cm , 5 cm depth, SSD 100 cm and 100 MU) and is equal

were found for conﬁgurations including the 3 9 3 cm2 as minimum

to 1. OF(X,Y) is the output factor for the collimator settings in X and

ﬁeld size,13 which is of the same order what we found in D(Oct4D,TPS)

2

0

Y direction. D (X,Y) is the dose at the reference point as calculated

MLC(%)

by the dose calculation algorithm for collimator setting X,Y. D0 ref is

factor in Table I shows even larger differences. We found that ﬁxed

for 6 MV photons in Table I. For 10 MV photon beams, this

the dose at the reference point for the reference conditions men-

jaws for ﬁeld sizes smaller than 3 9 3 cm2 (FSMLC in Table I) leads

tioned above.

to better agreement between measured and calculated maximum

MUcalib and Dcalib are the number of monitor units and dose

doses, as these data are not affected by the OF down to 1 9 1 cm2

under calibration conditions (10 9 10 cm , dmax, SSD 100 cm.

used for beam conﬁguration. Table II illustrates that the smaller the

100 MU correspond to 1 Gy).

ﬁeld size, the larger the impact of jaw ﬁxation at 3 9 3 cm2 on the

2

Dref is the dose for the reference conditions at the calibration
depth (dmax).
Dnorm(X,Y) is the dose calculated by the TPS at the chosen normalization point for collimator setting X and Y.
WCF is a wedge correction factor for hard ﬁeld wedges and not
applicable in our case (WCF = 1).

dose difference results: the improvement in agreement between
measured and calculated doses is the highest for the smallest target
volume. Therefore, as already suggested in the literature13,16 but
never reported for clinical treatment plans, disabling jaw tracking is
an option to increase the dose prediction accuracy by Eclipse for
very small target volumes. Moving the jaws away from the leaf ends,

Obviously, the observed CBSF table shape (Fig. 2) looks quite

typically 1 to 2 cm, increases the output and penumbra width for

unphysical compared to the measured physical collimator backscatter

small ﬁelds because of more photons leaking through the leafs.26

factors at small and large ﬁeld sizes. Of course we would expect the

From Table II we believe that the TPS models this jaw effect on the

CBSF to be highest for the smallest ﬁeld size, namely at 1 9 1 cm2,

small MLC ﬁelds quite well. Retracting the jaws to 3 9 3 cm2 can

but this “jump” in the curve cannot be due to inaccuracies in the

lead to higher OAR doses, but AcurosXB predicts the dose under

measurement of output factor at 1 9 1 cm2 alone. The differences

small MLC deﬁned ﬁeld segments well.27 Focusing on the gamma

between the physical back scatter factors and the conﬁgured values

agreement scores for the lower cut-off dose regions in Table II, it

reveal information about the remaining limitations of the source

can be seen that the MLC leakage is well modeled by the TPS.

model and are due to the fact that the CBSF in the source model

Moreover, out-of-ﬁeld doses in regions shielded by the MLC (or

beam data is a residual correction factor taking into account all

both the MLC and the jaws) in RA plans were studied in Fogliata
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et al.28 demonstrating the good agreement between measurements

detector methods. For both ﬁlm and 1000SRS, the same magnitude

and calculations with AcurosXB. Regarding the higher dose to the

of improvements, represented by |D(Oct4D,TPS)jawsD(Oct4D,TPS)MLC|(%)

OAR, Feng et al.15 showed that both jaw tracking and static jaw

in Table I and |D(Oct4D,EBT3)jawsD(Oct4D,EBT3)MLC|(%) in Table III, can

IMRT plans can achieve comparable target dose coverage, and that

be achieved by ﬁxing the jaws at 3 9 3 cm2 for the ﬁeld sizes smal-

OAR sparing with JTT is of more clinical importance for the patients

ler than 3 9 3 cm2 and letting the MLC shape the smallest aper-

with large and complex targets close to highly radio-sensitive organs.

tures. However, the 1000SRS measurements for the 0.5 9 0.5 cm2

To validate the measurements done with the Octavius 4D sys-

ﬁelds (Fig. 3(a)) show less deviation with TPS than the ones by ﬁlm,

tem concerning the improvement of ﬁxing the jaws, we compared

which can be explained by the fact that this ﬁeld size is probably

the 1000SRS results for static ﬁelds with EBT3 ﬁlm (see

too small for correct measurement by the 1000SRS. In this situation,

Appendix B). Although it is a 2D detector, radiochromic ﬁlms offer

the focal spot (source) will be almost fully occluded by the collima-

many unique features. Besides weak energy dependence, it provides

tor jaws or MLC as seen from the isocenter. For the latter 2D com-

sub-millimeter spatial resolution to compare with our 1000SRS mea-

parison, the spatial resolution of EBT3 ﬁlm is superior to the

surements. Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show a good agreement between both

1000SRS.
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2
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2
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F I G . 3 . Comparison of EBT3 (ﬁlm) and Octavius 1000SRS (Oct4D) for static 10 MV beams collimated with either MLC or jaws with ﬁeld
sizes (a) 0.5 9 0.5 cm2, (b) 1 9 1 cm2, (c) 2 9 2 cm2.

T A B L E I I I Comparison of the dose outputs for static ﬁelds collimated with MLC and with jaws using Octavius 4D and EBT3 ﬁlm
|D(Oct4D,EBT3)jaws
D(Oct4D,EBT3)MLC|(%)

FSMLC
(cm2)

MLC

MLC

D(Oct4D,EBT3)MLC(%)

FSjaws (cm2)

jaws

jaws

292

515.8

506.5

1.8%

292

512.9

513.0

0.0%

1.8

191

499.4

515.0

3.1%

191

558.1

574.0

2.9%

0.2

0.5 9 0.5

547.0

539.0

1.5%

0.5 9 0.5

566.6

515.0

9.1%

7.6

FSMLC,
ﬁlm of
output
MLC(%)

DEBT3
(cGy)

DOct4D
(cGy)

DEBT3
(cGy)

DOct4D
(cGy)

D(Oct4D,EBT3)jaws(%)

ﬁeld size collimated by MLC with jaws ﬁxed at 3 9 3 cm ; FSjaws, ﬁeld size collimated by collimator jaws; DEBT3 MLC, measured dose output by
static ﬁelds collimated by MLC; DOct4D MLC, dose output of static ﬁelds by MLC measured with Octavius 4D system; DEBT3 jaws, measured dose
by ﬁlm of static ﬁelds collimated by jaws; DOct4D jaws, dose output of static ﬁelds by jaws measured with Octavius 4D system; D(Oct4D,EBT3)
= ((DOct4D MLCDEBT3 MLC)/DEBT3 MLC) (%); D(Oct4D,EBT3)jaws (%) = ((DOct4D jawsDEBT3 jaws)/DEBT3 jaws) (%).
2
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dependence has been determined by delivering a constant number
of 100 MU for dose rates between 10 and 2400 MU/min (dose

Doses calculated for stereotactic VMAT plans show an acceptable

rates higher than 600 MU/min are coming from Flattening Filter

agreement against measurements with the 1000SRS in the Octavius

Free beams), resulting in a mean deviation of the CAX dose read-

4D system for ﬁeld sizes > 2 9 2 cm2. For very small highly modu-

ings (normalized to the nominal dose rate) of 0.3% for all photon

lated VMAT ﬁelds larger discrepancies are obtained demonstrating

beam energies.

the need for improvement in dose calculation for small ﬁelds. Fixing
the jaws at the minimum required ﬁeld size for beam data input in
the TPS, i.e., 3 9 3 cm2, and using the MLC with high positional

APPENDIX B

accuracy to shape the smallest apertures in contrast to jaw tracking
is currently found to be the most accurate treatment technique.

To check further the consistency of 1000SRS measurement results

To conclude, our recommendations to minimize the effects of

and TPS calculations, the static open squared ﬁelds 2 9 2, 1 9 1,

calculation uncertainties in RA plans for very small target sizes:

0.5 9 0.5 cm2 were also irradiated on radiochromic EBT3 ﬁlm batch

•

A calculation grid size of 1 mm is found to be superior to

no 04151402 (Ashland Inc., USA) placed at a measurement depth of

•

An upper MU constraint should be assigned during optimization

•

2.5 mm.
to avoid plans with high modulation and very high number of
MUs increasing treatment time.
Fixed collimator jaws at 3 9 3 cm2 should be used for small target volumes where the JTT leads to jaw deﬁned ﬁeld sizes smaller than 3 9 3 cm2.

16 cm (SSD 84 cm) inside a water-equivalent solid RW3 phantom
(1.045 g/cm3) in the form of 40 9 40 cm2 plates of 1 cm thickness
(PTW-Freiburg), in accordance to the Octavius 4D set-up but with a
dose of 5 Gy and beam energy of 10 MV.
In addition to ﬁlm irradiation, we performed ionization chamber
measurements with a cross-calibrated PTW Farmer chamber (type
TN30012, SN 0158) at the depth of 5 cm (SSD 100 cm,
10 9 10 cm2, 5 Gy, 10 MV). One ﬁlm in this set-up was used for
calibration. Also, a blank ﬁlm from the same batch was applied as
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tioning is an important issue due to the non-uniform scanner
response over the scan ﬁeld perpendicular to the scan direction.
The well-known “lateral response effect” causes transmission pixel

APPENDIX A

values to decrease as the lateral distance from the scan axis
increases. Therefore, we used a ruler template on the scanner

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF THE
OCTAVIUS 4D SYSTEM

glass so that ﬁlm pieces can be placed in the central scan axis of

Even without pre-irradiation, the response of the 1000SRS detector

facts, turned out to be negligible.31

the scanner bed. Due to the small ﬁeld size and accurate positioning of the ﬁlm in the center of the scanner, lateral response arte-

array in the Octavius 4D phantom (SSD 84 cm, depth 16 cm) shows

The comparison between the EBT3 ﬁlm with Octavius 4D mea-

good reproducibility (coefﬁcient of variation within 0.5% in the dose

surements for open squared ﬁelds 2 9 2, 1 9 1 and 0.5 9 0.5 cm2

range of 0.01 to 7 Gy). A near-perfect linear relationship between

collimated with the MLC (whereby jaws are ﬁxed at 3 9 3 cm2) and

delivered dose and 1000SRS reading was conﬁrmed in the same

collimated with collimator jaws only are displayed in Figs. 3(a)–3(c).

dose range [monitor units (MU) between 1–1000] for both photon

The central axis absolute dose outputs and the relative variation

energies. These measurements conﬁrm the ﬁndings in Poppe et al. ,

coefﬁcients D(Oct4D,EBT3)MLC = ((DOct4D

where excellent linearity has been demonstrated up to 20 Gy.

(%) and D(Oct4D,EBT3)jaws = ((DOct4D

18

MLCDEBT3 MLC)/DEBT3 MLC)

jawsDEBT3 jaws)/DEBT3 jaws)(%)

can

Due to the low drift velocities in liquids, recombination losses

be found in Table III. Factors D(Oct4D,EBT3)jaws and D(Oct4D,EBT3)MLC(%)

in higher dose rates should be investigated. The dose rate

in Table III and Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) show a good agreement between

SWINNEN
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both detector methods, except for 0.5 9 0.5 cm2 ﬁelds (Fig. 3(a)),
where the resolution of the 1000SRS is limiting.
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